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Hi! I’m Tory and welcome to my corner of the internet! I’m a mother of one human and 
two fur babies.  I write about my life and parenting as an Aussie geek girl. 

I’ve been blogging since the start of 2016 and have already seen my social media 
following and page views triple since then.  My following might seem small but they are 
highly engaged on posts as can be seen by my high comment numbers.   I’ve also been 
featured on multiple Instagram accounts for my photography and am a regular 
contributor on Parent Talk Australia.
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the above images were featured on Brisbane City 
Council’s instagram @brisbanecitycouncil

GIVEAWAYS: $50

Giveaways are free of charge if I am sent a product to 

review in addition to the product being given away. If 

not, the rate above includes a blog post and promotion 

via social media. 

SPONSORED POSTS: $100

If I lIf I love what you do, I’d love to help you get the word 

out! Sponsored post rates include a detailed post and 

promotion via social media. 

PRODUCT REVIEWS: $75

RReviews will always include honest feedback. A product 

is required for a review to be written and these  will be 

returned. Sending a product for review also allows you 

to host a giveaway at no extra charge. 

SIDEBAR ADS: $30

Sidebar ads appear on all pages of the site and run for 30 

days. 

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOS: $50SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOS: $50

Social media promotions are shared via Twitter, Facebook 

& Instagram and hashtagged appropriately for your brand.

read me: www.mintedrogue.com
email me: tory@mintedrogue.com
tweet me: @mintedrogue.com

like me: www.facebook.com/mintedrogue
pin me: https://au.pinterest.com/mintedrogue
see me: www.instagram.com/mintedrogue

Let’s get together!
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